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R E P R E S E N TAT I V E S

China (mainland)

Hungary

Israel

Italy

Italy: Children’s Books

Japan

Korea

Netherlands

Poland

Romania

Scandinavia

Spain, Portugal
and Latin America 

Hercules Business & Culture GmbH, Niederdorfelden
Hongjun Cai, cai@hercules-book.de
phone: +49-6101-407921, fax: +49-6101-407922

Balla-Sztojkov Literary Agency, Budapest
Catherine Balla, c.balla@ballalit.hu
phone: +36-1-456 03 11, fax: +36-1-215 44 20

The Deborah Harris Agency, Jerusalem 
Efrat Lev, efrat@thedeborahharrisagency.com
phone: +972-2-5633237, fax: +972-2-5618711

Marco Vigevani, Agenzia Letteraria, Milano
Claire Sabatié-Garat, claire@marcovigevani.com
phone: +39-02-86 99 65 53, fax: +39-02-86 98 23 09

Anna Becchi, Genova
Anna Becchi, anna.becchi@libero.it
phone: +39-010-2512186

Meike Marx Literary Agency, Hokkaido
Meike Marx, meike.marx@gol.com
phone: +81-164-25 1466, fax: +81-164-26 38 44

MOMO Agency, Seoul
Geenie Han, geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr
phone: +82-2-337-8606, fax: +82-2-337-8702

LiTrans, Tino Köhler, Amsterdam
Tino Köhler, tino.kohler@xs4all.nl
phone: +31-20- 685 53 80, fax: +31-20- 685 53 80

Graal Literary Agency, Warszawa
Tomasz Bereziński, tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl
phone: +48-22-895 2000, fax: +48-22-895 2001

Simona Kessler, International Copyright Ageny, Ltd., Bucharest
Simona Kessler, simona@kessler-agency.ro
phone: +402-2-231 81 50, fax: +402-2-231 45 22

Copenhagen Literary Agency, Copenhagen
Esthi Kunz, esthi@cphla.dk
phone: +45-33 13 25 23

A.C.E.R., Agencia Literaria, Madrid 
Isabel Piedrahita, ipiedrahita@acerliteraria.com  
phone: +34-91-369 2061, fax: +34-91-369 2052
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Karina Fink
phone: +49-89-99830-530
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Hanser Children’s books

Anne Brans
phone: +49-89-99830-519
fax: +49-89-99830-460
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Germany
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Worldwide
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Even as a child there was something vaguely disconcerting about Jonas. He seldom cried 
and spent countless hours obsessively practicing his fine motor skills; sometimes his 
parents reckoned they saw the knowing look of an old man cross his face. Little do they 
know how justified their misgivings are. Jonas does everything in his power to maintain 
his cover. He carries on with his training relentlessly, quietly and with great discipline, 
although he often finds it hard to conceal his true character. But his desire to cast off the 
millstone of his family gives him the strength to stay the course. His scheme comes off 
and he hoodwinks everyone around him yet again using a false name. 

But then the one and only time he wants to strike up a friendship, his fate is sealed: 
because evil cannot abide the slightest hint of goodness. 

Fast-paced, sparkling with intelligence, and recounted with a quick wit that matches the 
cunning of his protagonist, Charles Lewinsky tells the story of a man who gets a second 
chance. And then a third. The use he makes of his chances turns blood to ice from one 
generation to the next … 

A man wakes up with no idea where he is. The 
only thing he does know is that in order to es-

cape his pursuers he must take on a false identity 
and play the role to the hilt. As time goes by, he 
realises that he has begun to fuse with his false 

identity to an unnatural degree; the masquerade 
has become a reality. A sinister, brilliant, and utterly 

riveting novel about the inexorable power of evil.

Charles Lewinsky 
was born in 1946 and lives 
in France and Zurich. He 
previously worked as a dra-
maturge, playwright, direc-
tor, and editor. His literary 
oeuvre has been translated 
into many languages and 
won him numerous awards. 
Nagel & Kimche published 
the novels Melnitz (2006), 
Johannistag (2007), Gerron 
(2011) and Kastelau (2014). 
Read more on: 
www.lewinsky.ch

Charles Lewinsky 
Andersen

400 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

F I C T I O N

          »It’s not often that the force of unmitigated evil strikes us 
          head-on with such vehemence. Compelling, pitch black 

and densely atmospheric..«  Cornelia Schweizer, Buchhandlung am Hottingerplatz, Zürich

CHARLES LEWINSKY
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Sales to Foreign Countries:  
NL (Meridiaan)
Selected backlist: Kastelau (2014): NL (Meridiaan); Gerron (2011): F (Grasset), I (Ein-
audi), NL (Signatuur), RUS (Eksmo), CZ (Mlada fronta); Melnitz (2005): PRC (People`s 
Literature), HR (Fraktura), DK (Politikens), F (Grasset), IL(Schocken), I (Einaudi), NL 
(Signatuur), S (Bonniers), ES (Roca Editorial), TR (Gözlem), UK/USA (Grove Atlantic)
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Johanna Adorján
born in Stockholm in 1971, 
is a journalist and writer. 
Her bestselling biographi-
cal memoir An Exclusive 
Love has been translated 
into sixteen languages. Her 
collection of short stories, 
My 500 Best Friends was 
published in 2013. She is 
a regular contributor to the 
Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung’s arts section. You 
can follow her on twitter 
under @ADORJ.

Johanna Adorján
Geteiltes Vergnügen 
Shared Pleasures

208 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

A woman meets a man; he is handsome and interesting, with a hint of mystery about him; 
he is attentive yet somehow a little distant, as if he wants to experience the situation at a 
remove even as he loses himself in it. They meet, he sweeps her off her feet, but just as she 
begins to let herself relax into a new sense of proximity he seems to back off. And while 
he becomes ever more central to her life, he appears increasingly free with his affections. 
Is he playing some strange game with her? Is this lack of emotional commitment his way 
of exercising power over her? Or is he actually offering her a version of love that is better, 
freer? Shared Pleasures is a novel about yearning and emancipation.

»And then he was gone. He disappeared so radically that it seemed 
he’d been nothing but a figment of my imagination.«

A woman meets a man and falls in love with  
him. It’s the oldest story in the world, but Johan-
na Adorján recounts it with such immediacy and 
in such down-to-earth tones that it feels like the 

first time it’s ever been told. This is a story about 
the relationship between love and freedom; when 

you think you know all about love, it trips you up 
all over again. This is a story about love turning 

into something dark and sinister.

JOHANNA ADORJÁN
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»Johanna Adorján’s analysis is so beautifully written  
that you can’t help but fall in love all over again — with Jessica’s Tom, your 

own Tom and the intelligent author, who is so perfectly in tune with the 
reader’s emotions.«  Harper`s Bazaar

      »Fully aware of its subtle deconstructivism, Johanna Adorján hit on a lyrical metaphor for her 

novel: it is reminiscent of one of Bach's organ fugues in which the right hand plays a melody, 

            then the left hand joins in. But regardless of the higher scales, sooner or later the bass notes 

generated by the treadles start playing a deeper and far more 

                        powerful melody of their own.«  Hilmar Klute, Süddeutsche Zeitung

Sales to Foreign Countries: 
Selected backlist: Eine exlusive Liebe (2009): AUS (Text), BR (Geracao), CZ (Mladá 
fronta), DK (Gyldendal), FIN (Otava), F (Presse de la Cité), HU (Park), IL (Ha’kursa),  
I (Cairo), KOR (Thinking Tree), LT (Gimtasis Zodis), NL (Mistral), NO (Cappelen Damm), 
ES/Cast. (Seix Barral), ES/Catal. (PROA), UK (Harvill), USA (W.W. Norton)

English sample  
translation available
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»Rammstedt knows exactly what he’s doing. Here is an author blessed  
                 with infinite imagination and humour.«  Frankfurter Rundschau 

 

     »When Tilman Rammstedt writes a novel, the outcome is bound to be a madhouse, a declaration   
                  of love to the imagination, a book that sweeps us off our feet and carries us away,  

unsettling us to the core because through our tears of laughter we suddenly glimpse  
                    a profound truth behind the absurd facade.«  Frankfurter Rundschau 

»Morgen Mehr is evolving right in front of the reader’s eyes; from the 11th of January onwards,  
                     you can follow the evolution of Tilman Rammstedt’s latest novel in daily sequels. This   

  »work in progress« approach is a fantastic idea. It’s great fun to follow all the readers’   
                              comments and the author’s reactions and responses to them. I can’t wait  

                   for more tomorrow!«   Cornelia Geißler, Frankfurter Rundschau 

Tilman Rammstedt
was born in 1975 in Biele-
feld and now lives in Berlin. 
In 2003, he published his 
debut Erledigungen vor 
der Feier, followed by the 
novels Wir bleiben in der 
Nähe (2005), Der Kaiser 
von China (2008), and Die 
Abenteuer meines ehema-
ligen Bankberaters (2012). 
He has received numerous 
awards, including the Inge-
borg Bachmann Prize and 
the Annette von Droste-
Hülshoff Prize. 

Tilman Rammstedt 
Morgen Mehr
To be Continued Tomorrow

160 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
May 2016

It is the summer of 1975. It’s always been the summer of 1975. But the colours are fading, 
the music drones on and the man yearns for some kind of future. He’s missing all sorts 
of things that don’t exist yet: sat-navs, gluten intolerance and nostalgia for clearer, less 
muddied times. He misses the wife he hasn’t married yet, the children as yet unborn. He 
doesn’t want to wait any longer – so he decides to turn the clock forward. Not just his own 
clock, either; he wants to fast-forward the coordinated universal time to which all clocks 
are set. To do that, he has to get to Paris. In a stolen taxi, he drives through a bizarre Euro-
pe, picking up passengers along the way – people who want nothing more than to hurtle 
themselves headlong into the present.  

Tilman Rammstedt is currently in  
the process of writing a new novel …

TILMAN RAMMSTEDT
©
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Sales to Foreign Countries: 
Selected backlist: Die Abenteuer meines ehemaligen Bankberaters (2012): CZ (Lidove 
Noviny), I (Del Vecchio), ES/Castil. (El Aleph), ES/Catal. (La Campana), TR (Dedalus), 
UK/USA (Seagull Books); Der Kaiser von China (2008): CZ (Lidove Noviny),F (Editions 
Piranha), I (Del Vecchio), KOR (Munhakdongne), ES/Castil. (El Aleph), ES/Catal. (La 
Campana), TR (Dedalus), UK/USA (Seagull Books)
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Hans Platzgumer
was born in Innsbruck in 
1969 and lives in Bregenz. 
After graduating from the 
Vienna Music Academy he 
went on to study film music 
in Los Angeles. He has 
released electronic music 
with various partners and 
writes novels, radio plays, 
opera, theatre music and 
essays. His most recent 
books are the novella 
Trans-Maghreb (2012) 
and the novel Korridorwelt 
(2014). Read more on: 
www.platzgumer.net

Hans Platzgumer
Am Rand
On the Edge

Zsolnay Verlag  
Novel. 208 pages.  
Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016 

Early one morning a man sets out to climb a mountain peak – but darkness will fall before 
he takes his last step.  

In Gerold Ebner’s life, death and happiness have always walked hand in hand. He saw 
his first dead body as a child, an elderly neighbour who had passed away peacefully in 
front of the TV. Then as a young man he took two people’s lives single-handedly. The first 
was his grand-father, who had tyrannised Gerold’s mother all her life; the second a close 
friend who was suffering from an incurable disease and asked Gerold to deliver him from 
his pain. But does that make him a murderer? Or were the killings just logical steps he 
felt compelled to take to help the people he held dear? Then Gerold was forced to make 
another decision that took him beyond the law – this time for the sake of his own happi-
ness, only to have it spirited away by death.

In a lucid and compelling voice, gripping from first page to last, 
Hans Platzgumer’s first-person narrator recounts the events which 
have brought him to the edge.

Who knows what secrets people carry 
with them? Who among us has loved, 

lost, lied, killed and spared?

HANS PLATZGUMER
©
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»Am Rand is a two hundred page literary cliffhanger that grips from first page to last.« Carsten Otte, SWR2  

»Such life confessions are often considered oppressive — here the word »spellbinding« would be far more 
appropriate. Hans Platzgumer’s writing is highly sophisticated, simultaneously establishing proximity 

and detachment.«  Christine Westermann, WDR5 

»Gerold Ebner is a fascinating character. The novel draws you in as though it were leading you 
towards the edge of your own abyss.«  Thomas Kretschmer, BR2   

»For all its intrinsic tragedy, Platzgumer’s story is laid out in a commendably terse style entirely 
devoid of pathos or melodrama. Composition, rhythm, tone and narrative voice are all in  
perfect harmony. It is evident that the author listens to himself closely as he writes; the  

          novel reflects his unfailing instinct for melody and composition.«  Susanne Schaber, Die Presse    

»Platzgumer proves himself an extraordinarily ingenious raconteur and exceedingly gifted novelist.« Wolfgang Paterno, Profil
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Elke Heidenreich
was born in 1943 and 
lives in Cologne. After 
reading German and 
theatre studies, she went 
on to work for radio and 
television. Her publications 
with Hanser include Der 
Welt den Rücken (short 
stories, 2002), Rudernde 
Hunde (short stories, in 
collaboration with Bernd 
Schroeder, 2002), Passi-
one. Liebeserklärung an 
die Musik (2009) and Alte 
Liebe (short stories, also 
in collaboration with Bernd 
Schroeder, 2009).

Elke Heidenreich 
Alles kein Zufall
Kurze Geschichten
More than Just  
Coincidence
Short stories 

240 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

We’d all like to be happy, preferably forever. But what is this thing called happiness? 
And has anyone ever been permanently happy? What is life really about – this sequence 
of disparate moments that sometimes appear as though thrown together without rhyme 
or reason by an impetuous God on the roll of a dice? Elke Heidenreich tells us about her 
own life; she tells of love and strife, encounters and leave-takings, mothers and children, 
animals and books – in short, the stuff of life, its very essence. In a series of tableaus both 
sad and funny, she delineates life’s implausibilities, the far-fetched and unforgettable si-
tuations we all know so well — which, as we read on, coalesce into a single novel, the novel 
of each unique and unrepeatable life. If we only look closely enough, it becomes patently 
clear that a human life with all its lucky breaks and pitfalls is anything but coincidence. 

There’s more to life than a short story 

My great-grandmother peered at me over the 
rims of her spectacles with a severe expression 

and said »Sink or swim – it’s your call.« Elke 
Heidenreich’s affection is reserved for the queer 

fish, the ones who neither want to sink nor swim. 
The non-conformists and eccentrics like herself 

– and many of the others she tells us about. ©
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Sales to Foreign Countries: 
Selected backlist: Alte Liebe (2009): China (Pengfeiyili), Poland (Arkadia), Czech 
Republic (Jota), Usbekistan (Nihol)

SPIEGEL  
bestseller list

»Setbacks and unforgettable moments of pure happiness, celebrations of friendship 
and the absurdities of day-to-day existence coalesce to make up an 'ordinary life' in 
which one invariably recognises one’s own. 'Nobody said it would be easy; it doesn’t 
have to be easy' – Heidenreich quotes Sven Regener, but it can be – if you write about 
it the way she does.«  Rundschau-Online
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       »This is Gstrein at his most exuberant, and therefore at his most adventurous: a book full of energy, strength and 

drive, packed to the gills with action … The novel is what is referred to as 'a good read' in the English-speaking world — 

entertaining literary fiction that never sinks   to the level of commodification.«  Jochen Hieber, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

  »It is the carefully calibrated narrative mechanism so characteristic of Gstrein that we see at work here, a unique  

approach to writing reminiscent of a network of trapdoors. Gstrein does justice to his topic precisely because he has  

no intention of driving to the core of the matter, instead preferring to hold the portents of his varying perspectives  

           in a state of continuous suspense.«  Bernhard Oberreither, Der Standard

  »His latest novel In der freien Welt is further evidence of this author’s ranking among the  
     foremost raconteurs on the contemporary German-speaking literary scene. His writing could  
            hardly  be more stylish or laconic: In der freien Welt is an excellent book.«  Heide Soltau, NDR

      »Gstrein is a master of multi-perspectival narrative. It is above all his exploration of the groping process,  

                       the uncertainty as to what might be tenable and what is unacceptable which lends  

                 his work its incomparable substance.«  Rüdiger Görner, Die Presse

F O R E I G N R I G H T S HANSER LITERATURVERLAGE
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Norbert Gstrein
was born in 1961 and lives 
in Hamburg. His awards 
include the Alfred Döblin 
Prize and the Uwe Johnson 
Prize. Hanser published his 
novels Die Winter im Süden 
(2008), Die englischen Jahre 
(new edition 2008), Das 
Handwerk des Tötens (new 
edition 2010), die ganze 
Wahrheit (2010) and Eine 
Ahnung vom Anfang (2013).   

Norbert Gstrein
In der freien Welt
In the Free World

496 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

This is the main question on Austrian author Hugo’s mind as he mourns his friend. Re-
tracing John’s last steps, Hugo travels to California, where the two of them met half a life-
time ago. Later he moves on to Israel, where he finds himself caught between the warring 
factions of the most recent Gaza Strip conflict.  

With his novels Die englischen Jahre and Das Handwerk des Tötens, Norbert Gstrein 
established himself as »One of the foremost raconteurs not only in the German-speaking 
world, but European literature as a whole« (Richard Kämmerlings, F.A.Z.). His new book 
In the Free World probes our current perspective on Jewish identity, Israeli politics and 
the ongoing influence of German history. This is a stirring and captivating book that ap-
peals against the assumption of overly simplistic certainties. 

Norbert Gstrein gives us a powerful novel about 
a man’s life and death – and why it concerns 

us all. He tells the story of John, an American 
Jew and former volunteer in the Israeli army, 

who is stabbed to death in broad daylight on the 
streets of San Francisco. Who was John really? 

NORBERT GSTREIN

To what extent do other people’s lives concern us? A virtuoso  
novel, lucid and disturbing. 
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Sales to Foreign Countries: 
Selected backlist: Eine Ahnung vom Anfang (2013): EGY (Al Kotob Khan), F (Galli-
mard); Das Handwerk des Tötens (2010): HR (Fraktura), EGY(Al Kotob Khan), F (Teper), 
I (Einaudi), NL (Uitgeverij Cossée), PL (Czarne), ES (Tusquets), TR (Can); Die engli-
schen Jahre (2008): HR (Fraktura), F (Gallimard), I (Einaudi), LT (Pasvires Pasaulis), 
NL (Meulenhoff), NO (Aschehoug), PL (Swiat Literacki), PT (Difel), RUS (Symposium), 
ES (Tusquets), TR (Can Publishers), UK/USA (The Harvill Press); Die Winter im Süden 
(2008): BG (Atlantis), HR (Fraktura), F (Teper), UK/USA (Quercus/MacLehose Press)
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A big city, somewhere in Western Europe. A little girl arrives at the market square, star-
ving and thirsty. Someone gives her food and drink. She doesn’t understand a word of the 
language they speak here, but she starts screaming as soon as she hears the word »police«. 
Where does she come from? Why is she here? What’s her name? She doesn’t know. Yiza, 
she says, so from then on they call her Yiza. When Yiza meets two boys who are just as 
lonely, they decide to join forces. Girl with Thimble describes life on the outer edges of 
society. The result is an utterly captivating novel. 

     »Michael Köhlmeier’s Das Mädchen mit dem Fingerhut is a novel about love, neglect and evil.  
It is a parable on the difficulty of wanting to do the right thing and actually doing it.  

                  This is an unforgettable book.«  Verena Auffermann, Deutschlandradio Kultur 

 »Köhlmeier’s carefully calculated extensive ellipses, the songlike nature of his tone – its sheer  

               magnetism – are the greatest strengths of this remarkable novel: with a perfect combination  of style and subs-

tance, it sucks the reader in like quicksand.«  Martina Kothe, NDR

»This book is permeated by a compelling elemental force. Köhlmeier’s sentences pack  
                  a closing punch that gives them weight, ensuring they don’t just fly away, but remain  

forever lodged in the reader’s memory.«  Oliver Creutz, Stern

 »Michael Köhlmeier has an infallible flair for the seemingly timeless elemental narrative forces born of silence. Here is 

a book that leaves the reader pensive. This pensiveness sets the benchmark for other authors attempting to describe the 

nature of alienation and survival relying on their imaginative prowess rather than actual experience «  Insa Wilke, SZ

A little girl who has lost everything is 
looking for a new place to call home. 

A child wandering through a world 
that isn’t waiting for her. Michael 

Köhlmeier has written a magnificent, 
haunting book about our times. 

Michael Köhlmeier
was born in 1949 in Hard 
am Bodensee, and divides 
his time between Hohe-
nems in Vorarlberg and  
Vienna. Hanser publica-
tions include the poetry 
volume Der Liebhaber bald 
nach dem Frühstück (Edition 
Lyrik Kabinett 2012), the 
novels Abendland (2007) 
and Madalyn (2010), and 
most recently Die Aben-
teuer des Joel Spazierer 
(2013) and Zwei Herren am 
Strand (2014).

Michael Köhlmeier
Das Mädchen mit  
dem Fingerhut
Girl with Thimble 

144 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

MICHAEL KÖHLMEIER
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Sales to Foreign Countries: 
France (Actes Sud)
Selected backlist: Zwei Herren am Strand (2014): France (Actes Sud), Serbia (La-
guna), Syria (Dar Ninawa), UK (Haus Publishing); Madalyn (2010): France (Actes Sud), 
Norway (Forlaget Bokvennen), USA/UK (Ariadne Press); Idylle mit ertrinkendem Hund 
(2008): Bosnia-Hercegovina (Buybook), France (Actes Sud), Netherlands (Ailantus), 
Spain (Rayo Verde), USA/UK (Ariadne Press)

Selected by 
New Books in  

German
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Abbas Khider
was born in 1973 in 
Bagdad. At the age of 
seventeen he was arrested 
for political activism. After 
being released, he fled Iraq 
in 1996 and stayed in vari-
ous different countries with 
illegal refugee status. He 
has been living in Germany 
since 2000. He studied 
literature and philosophy 
in Munich and Potsdam. 
2008 saw the publication 
of his debut novel Der 
falsche Inder, which was 
followed by Die Orangen 
des Präsidenten (2011) and 
Brief in die Auberginen-
republik (2013). He is the 
recipient of several awards, 
most recently the Nelly 
Sachs Prize and the Hilde 
Domin Prize. Abbas Khider 
currently lives in Berlin. 
Read more on  
www.abbaskhider.com

         »We are very fortunate that Abbas Khider is not among the majority of refugees who never  
managed to find a home in Germany. This man has succeeded in carving himself a distinctive  

niche in contemporary German literature.«  Nicola Steiner, SRF

»Quite simply the book of the hour!«  Cornelia Geissler, Berliner Zeitung

   »In elegant, lyrical-laconic language laced with ironic wordplay, Khider describes a situation at once 
tragic and absurd — driving straight to the reader’s heart.«  Alexander Kosenina, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»It is rare for a novel to capture the zeitgeist quite so successfully – die Ohrfeige is bold and cutting-
edge, intelligent and entertaining. It may seem both presumptuous and foolhardy to call this  

the Book of the Year in January — but that’s my claim for this book.«  Karin Cerny, Profil       

A refugee walks into the alien registration office 
to speak to the clerk in charge of his case for the 
last time. He is furious and has only one desire: 
that someone actually listens to him for once. In 

his unmistakable style, Abbas Khider plumbs the 
depths of self-perception in an open society. 

When Karim Mensey jumps to freedom from the loading ramp of a transporter van, he 
thinks he’s in France. That’s where the illegal journey he’d paid for was meant to take 
him. Actually he’s ended up somewhere in the depths of the Bavarian provinces. And he’ll 
be stuck there for the next three years. 

Karim has to re-invent his life-story, struggle his way through all sorts of documents 
and countless refugee centres. He gets involved in dubious friendships and risky love af-
fairs. Then one day his temporary citizenship status is revoked and he is to be deported 
to Iraq. Karim is back to square one and has to find another human trafficker — this time 
one who will get him out of Germany. 

Abbas Khider has written a novel at once disturbing and heart-warming, a novel that 
poses one of the central issues of our times: what does it mean for someone if he can 
neither live at home nor abroad?

This novel is a literary tour-de-force: resonant, profoundly sad yet 
alive with sparkling humour.

Abbas Khider
Ohrfeige 
A Slap in the Face 

224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date: 
February 2016

ABBAS KHIDER

Sales to Foreign Countries: 
Selected backlist: Briefe in die Auberginenrepublik (2013): Finland (Lurra Publi-
shing), France (Editions Piranha), Sweden (Thoren & Lindskop); Die Orangen des 
Präsidenten (2011): Sweden (Thoren & Lindskop); Der falsche Inder (2008): Hindi 
(Sahitya Upkram), Iran (Iranban Publication), Italy (Il Sirente), UK/USA (Seagull Press)

English sample  
translation available

SPIEGEL  
bestseller list

Selected by 
New Books in  

German
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André Heller
was born in Vienna in 1947. 
He is a chansonnier, per-
formance artist and author 
with homes in Vienna and 
Marrakesh.

 »Chapeau to the man who extricates himself — and us  
— from the swamps and traps of the world on the reins  

of his ingenious imagination.«  Elke Heidenreich

          »André Heller tells stories both wondrous and  
dreadful […] with a delectable melange of disarming  

     self-doubts and confessions.«  Hans Magnus Enzensberger

A portrait of turbulent times, a book brimming 
with wonderful tales and a cast of bizarre 

characters; a paean to a world long gone. 
André Heller has written a brilliant novel.

Born in Vienna shortly after the Second World War, Julian Passauer is an assiduous 
good-for-nothing. The son of the Natural History Museum’s deputy director, Julian grows 
up on the attic floor of Schönbrunn Palace — in the company of Hugo Carter, tea-merchant 
and »in-house lecher«, eternally philosophising Grabowiak (the »King of Warts«) and 
Earl Eltz, former Olympic class swimmer and sparkling raconteur.

Julian inherits his father’s lifetime yearning for the South. He circumnavigates Africa 
on a long sea voyage, then begins studying only to drop out and become a professional 
poker player. In the Villa Piazzoli on Lake Garda he meets the women of his life and 
seems to finally find peace of mind — yet still he is drawn on, ever southwards …  

André Heller
Das Buch vom Süden
The Book of the South 

Zsolnay Verlag 
Novel. 336 pages.  
Hardcover
Publication date: 
May 2016

ANDRÉ HELLER
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Jan Kossdorff 
was born in 1974 and 
divides his time between 
Vienna and Altmünster in 
Upper Austria. He trained 
as a screenplay writer and 
works as a journalist and 
copyeditor. His previous 
publications include Sunny-
boys (2009) and Spam! 
– ein Mailodram (2010); 
his dystopian satire Kauft 
Leute (2013) won him the 
City of Vienna’s Book Prize 
and the Samiel Award for 
the best literary scoundrel. 
For more information go to 
www.jankossdorff.com

Jan Kossdorff
Leben Spielen
The Game of Life 

Deuticke Verlag  
Novel. 384 pages.  
Hardcover 
Publication date:  
February 2016

Mischa’s love for his new girlfriend Valerie the florist has supplanted his passion for the 
theatre. But when his actor-friend Sebastian comes up with a terrific business venture 
idea, he can’t resist: the concept is to stage clients’ fantasies; they can play any part they 
choose. It so happens that none other than Valerie lands the first client: Joseph Freedman, 
a long-term American exile who is out to validate the most important decision of his life. 
Set in post-war Vienna, the scene centres on a young woman who bears a striking resem-
blance to Valerie … 

Jan Kossdorff’s novel explores the subtle nuances that shadow our lives, loves and dreams. 

Fancy escaping from reality for a weekend? 
Nothing is too outlandish: We can make all  

your dreams come true …

A novel about love, friendship and  
the hardest game of all: life.

F I C T I O N
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Mircea Cărtărescu
was born in 1956 in 
Bucharest. His work has 
been translated into many 
languages and won many 
prizes, most recently the 
2015 Leipzig Book Award 
for European Understan-
ding and the Austrian State 
Prize for European Litera-
ture. Zsolnay previously 
published the »Orbitor« 
trilogy – Die Wissenden 
(2007), Der Körper (2011) 
and Die Flügel (2014).

Mircea Cărtărescu
Die schönen Fremden
Beautiful Strangers
(Original Romanian Title: 
Frumoasele straine. Trans-
lated from Romanian by 
Ernest Wichner)

Zsolnay Verlag  
Short Stories. 304 pages. 
Hardcover.  
Publication date:  
February 2016

Twelve »Belles Étrangères« — twelve beautiful strangers — set out to conquer France over 
the course of a two-week trip. The whole of France? Perhaps not — just the more obvious 
literary strongholds. From Paris to Aix-en-Provence, from Le Havre to Bordeaux. The 
curious »writers’ dozen« and their generous hosts — who have laid on a highly ambitious 
programme — are expecting to make a bit of a splash.  

In these short stories Mircea Cărtărescu sets himself up as protagonist and delightfully 
(self-)ironic chronicler of this whimsical tourist party’s exploits. Further odysseys are 
occasioned by the young poet’s first ever reading in the Romanian provinces and an 
envelope that has allegedly been dosed with anthrax.

A portrait of the artist as a young man; the 
lesser-known side of multiple-award-winning 

author Mircea Cărtărescu: in light-hearted  
tones he writes about John Lennon, a telephone 

interview with Marilyn Monroe – and himself. 

MIRCEA CĂRTĂRESCU
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Spain (Impedimenta)
Orbitor trilogy: Rights sold to 15 territories

»Mircea Cărtărescu’s writing is overhwelming,  
           breathtakingly captivating.«   

                                                Andreas Breitenstein, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

»Its comparatively lightweight tone should not mislead us to underestimate 

Cărtărescu’s latest work. The anarchic humour permeating this collection  

of short stories strikes deep. Plumbing the breadths and depths of many  

        of life’s vagaries, he sounds out the intermittently insufferable  

hollows that are an inevitable ingredient of authorial existence.«  Paul Jandl, Die Welt
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Ernst Lothar
was born Ernst Lothar 
Müller in Brno (now Czech 
Republic) in 1890 and 
died in Vienna in 1974. An 
attorney by profession, 
he initially worked as a 
public prosecutor, but in 
1925 went on to become 
a theatre critic, director 
and eventually manager of 
Vienna’s renowned Theater 
in der Josefstadt. He fled to 
the USA in 1938, returning 
to Vienna soon after the 
war ended. In 1948 he was 
appointed director of the 
Burgtheater and a board 
member of the Salzburg 
Festival; in the same year 
his novel Der Engel mit der 
Posaune was turned into a 
successful movie starring 
Paula Wessely, Attila 
and Paul Hörbiger, Oskar 
Werner and Curd Jürgens 
to name but a few.

Ernst Lothar
Der Engel mit der Posaune
The Angel with the Trumpet
With an Afterword by  
Eva Menasse

Zsolnay Verlag  
Novel. 544 pages.  
Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

Central Vienna: a chubby-cheeked stone angel blowing a trumpet soars resplendent 
above the portico of 10 Seilerstätte. Behind the elegant baroque façade resides the Alt 
family — an extended dynasty of piano-makers whose rise and fall Ernst Lothar describes 
in this epochal family saga. 

Lothar wrote this panoramic Habsburgian saga in American exile. Capturing a pivotal 
period of world history by describing its effect on a well-established, influential family, 
his virtuoso tale spans half a century and three generations. 

The novel’s central protagonist is Henriette Alt, née Stein, who at twenty became Crown 
Prince Rudolf’s mistress and at seventy fell victim to Hitler’s Gestapo. Between the »goodly« 
and the »difficult« children, amidst family intrigue and political cataclysm, she stands as 
an allegory of end times – and hope against all odds. 

A wonderful rediscovery – and an international bestseller

From Crown Prince Rudolf’s suicide 
through the First World War all the way 
to the »Anschluss«, Ernst Lothar gives 

us an epochal portrait of Austria, 
a nation in decline, reflected in the 

fate of beautiful Henriette. 

ERNST LOTHAR
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Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Liana Levi), Italy (EO), Latvia (Zvaigzne ABC), UK/USA (Europa) 

»A truly stunning novel …« L.A. Times

                »The best historical novels are those in which the unforgiving 
brutality of history is mirrored in individual destinies. Poignant to a fault,  

          The Angel with the Trumpet is a case in point.« Eva Menasse

»Vienna’s very own Downtown Abbey.« Vanity Fair

              »Lothar succeeds brilliantly in delineating an essential chapter of European history  
encapsulated in the destiny of a Viennese family. In virtuoso fashion, he unfolds a social  

                        panorama that is enlightening without being didactic and disturbing  
without being depressing.« Elke Schmitter, LiteraturSPIEGEL
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Naomi Schenck
was born in Santa Monica 
and grew up in Mülheim an 
der Ruhr. She studied pain-
ting and stage design at the 
Dusseldorf Art Academy 
and has been working as a 
stage and set designer for 
film and TV since 1996. In 
2005 she began to publish 
texts and radio plays. 
2010 saw the publication 
of her debut novel Archiv 
verworfener Möglichkeiten, 
followed in 2013 by Kann 
ich mal Ihre Wohnung 
sehen? Naomi Schenck 
lives in Berlin. Read more on 
www.naomischenck.de

Naomi Schenck
Mein Großvater stand vorm 
Fenster und trank Tee Nr.12
My Grandfather Stood by 
the Window, Drinking Tea

320 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

Günther Schenck was born in 1913. When he died, he left his granddaughter Naomi an 
unusual legacy: the instruction to write his biography. Naomi was extremely fond of the 
brilliant chemist and his elegant wife Christel, but she always had the feeling that there 
was something just a little amiss about his life. In the course of her research, she disco-
vers that her supposedly apolitical grandfather had joined the ranks of the SA in 1933. 
Why were none of the other members of the family aware of this? And how do people go 
about making such life-defining decisions? 

Naomi Schenck poses the questions of a generation for which the answers in the history 
books remain inadequate. Drawing on her own memories and hundreds of stories, she 
fashions the vivid portrait of a bourgeois German family – and offers scope for readers to 
discover a slice of their own history under the dust of years long gone.
 

A man and his time: Naomi Schenck’s grand-
father lived and breathed for science. Did 

his sense of morality take a back seat? With 
immense compassion and narrative verve, his 
granddaughter reconstructs a 20th century life 

– a life at once eccentric and exemplary.

NAOMI SCHENCK
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»This vibrant family panorama is populated by spirits  
both benign and evil from the unplumbed depths  

            of German history. A wonderful book.«  Stephan Wackwitz

»An impressive book that moves smoothly between biography, contemporary 
history and intimate self-exploration. Perhaps this highly personal memoir   
could only be conceived by someone from the grandchildren’s generation:  
       it is a declaration of love for someone very close, yet at the same time  

            a solemn promise never to repeat their mistakes.«  Britta Heidemann, WAZ 

F O R E I G N R I G H T S HANSER LITERATURVERLAGE
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Reinhard Jirgl
was born in 1953 in  
Berlin, where he still lives. 
His work has won him 
numerous awards, amongst 
others the Alfred Döblin 
Prize, the Joseph Breitbach 
Prize and the Georg Büch-
ner Prize 2010. His books 
are published by Hanser, 
most recently Nichts von 
Euch auf Erden (2012). 

Reinhard Jirgl
Oben das Feuer,  
unten der Berg 
The Fire above  
the Mountain

288 pages. Hardcover 
Publication date:  
February 2016

Theresa is born in East Germany and grows up with foster parents because her real 
parents have been imprisoned as dissidents. In the 1970s, working as a historian, she ma-
nages to obtain access to GDR secret archives, where she is confronted with disturbing, 
almost implausible documents. Theresa finds herself condemned forever to the sidelines 
because what she’s discovered is extremely dangerous — even after the Fall of the Wall. 
In this virtuoso novel, Reinhardt Jirgl lifts the lid on an unknown facet of German history: 
the major bureaucratic re-organisation commonly known as »the turnaround«— a reorga-
nisation that in fact left much intact which was assumed long gone. The old boy networks 
and nepotism, the cliques, out-dated organisations and deep-seated enmities. Yesterday 
hasn’t relinquished its hold — the past has become part of the present. Reinhard Jirgl 
»arguably the most important author in contemporary German literature« (Die Zeit) descri-
bes the continuing domination of the past over the present — and the murderers over their 
victims. 

Berlin, October 2012: a woman has gone missing. The 
detective superintendent in charge of the investigation 

finds Theresa at her parent’s grave; she’s spent two 
full days and nights sitting in the snow, telling them  
her story – a story of the Cold Peace that followed  

the end of the Cold War and the Reunification. 
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Selected backlist: Nichts von euch auf Erden (2013): UK/USA (Seagull Books); 
Die Unvollendeten (2010): France (Quidam), Spain (Edicions Cómplices), UK/USA 
(Seagull Books); Abschied von den Feinden (2010): Sweden (Modernista), UK/USA 
(Seagull Books London Limited)

»This author stands alone on the current literary scene.«  Helmut Böttiger, SZ

»His words have a life or their own, they are living creatures that do truly strange things. 
There is no other author on the German-speaking lit scene who sounds out the whole 
spectrum of the language quite so wholeheartedly.«  Mario Scalla, hr2 Kultur
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Marjaleena Lembcke
was born in Finland in 
1945 and now lives near 
Munster. She has written 
many picture books, books 
for children and young 
adult readers which have 
won her many prizes; 
two of her books were 
nominated for the German 
Prize for Young Readers 
Literature and three have 
been awarded the Austrian 
Children’s Book Prize.

Marjaleena Lembcke
Wir bleiben nicht lange
We’re not Here for Long 

192 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

Sisko has always been a strong woman. Even now, stuck in hospital, she spends most of 
her time between bouts of chemotherapy sitting in the smoker’s room with a bottle of 
vodka, comforting the other patients. Sisko lives in England, while her sister Mirja, who 
has come to support her, has made her home in Germany. But the family originally comes 
from Finland, and their origins play a central part in their shared stories of the past; 
stories of their childhood with their siblings and their idiosyncratic parents. And even 
when the two of them start quarrelling and rubbing each other up the wrong way — as all 
close sisters do from time to time — you always feel the bond between them; the deep 
sense of connectedness that binds the two women. Sisko’s whimsical humour and sarcas-
tic attitude, Mirja’s affection for her and their whole offbeat family gets right under the 
skin. A challenging novel that is nevertheless strangely consoling.  

»I’m perfectly capable of dying on my own, thank you …«
– A novel about leave-taking. Deeply moving yet entirely  
unsentimental

Mirja visits her sister Sisko in hospital every day. 
Sisko has cancer, and with the end looming, the 
sisters talk about life and death, their family and 

the past. Lembcke’s language is disarmingly 
candid and as such all the more forceful. It is very 

rare to read about the last days of someone’s  
life in such stark and unvarnished tones … ©
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Ludwig Harig
was born in 1927 in Sulz-
bach, where he still lives
and writes. His books have
earned many literary prizes
and have been widely 
translated. Volumes I to X 
of the complete edition of 
his collected works – con-
ceived as a 12 volume set 
– are already available.

Ludwig Harig
Wer mit den Wölfen heult, 
wird Wolf
If You Run with the Pack, 
You’re a Wolf
Collected Works, volume 11 
translated from English by 
Henning Ahrens

496 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

The war is over. Somewhere in the Swabian Alps Ludwig Harig, not quite eighteen is 
»liberated«, and an enthusiastic young Nazi is about to be redesigned as a democrat. The 
lessons he is forced to learn aren’t going to be easy, especially back home in Saarland, the 
Catholic heartland now under French administration. 
In this absorbing autobiographical novel Ludwig Harig paints an impressive portrait of 
his very own post-war reality. The volume is supplemented by memoirs and autobiogra-
phical texts. 

Sales to Foreign Countries
Spain (RD Editors)
Selected backlist: Weh dem, der aus der Reihe tanzt (2014): France (Place des 
Éditeurs), Spain (Muchnik); Ordnung ist das ganze Leben (2011): France (Place des 
Éditeurs), Spain (Muchnik); Kalahari (2007): France (Belfond)

»A true story and an important one that should never be consigned to oblivion«.  
Heinrich Vormweg, Süddeutsche Zeitung



Günter Kunert 
was born in 1929 in Berlin 
and lives in Itzehoe near 
Hamburg. Recent publica-
tions at Hanser include: Als 
das Leben umsonst war 
(Poems, 2009), Tröstliche 
Katastrophen (2013) and 
Fortgesetztes Vermächtnis 
(2014). 

Hubert Witt  
was born in 1935 in Breslau. 
He lives in Leipzig, working 
as a translator, editor and 
publisher.

Günter Kunert
Vertrackte Affären
Geschichten
Herausgegeben  
von Hubert Witt
Twisted Affairs 
short stories, edited by 
Hubert Witt

256 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

Kunert’s new book, his first short story collection for many years, shows the author at the 
peak of his powers. In tales from the East and the West, from past, present and future, 
he writes about the mundane, the exceptional — and the extraordinary behind the appa-
rently mundane. Kunert is one of the leading lights of German post-war literature, and 
even now, as an octogenarian, he proves that he is still »a master of the lively thought and 
terse expression that have been the benchmarks of his work from the outset.« (NZZ am 
Sonntag). This author is as indispensable today as ever.

Günter Kunert is the ironic hyperrealist per se. In-
cisive, wicked, and invariably extremely funny, his 

short stories hold a mirror up to humanity – a mirror 
that won’t always show us what we want to see.
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Sales to Foreign Countries 
Selected backlist: Uomo in mare (2009): Italy (Mobydick Edizioni)

»A remarkably trenchant and acerbic chronicler: far from overlooking life’s monstrous 
iniquities, he names and shames them.«  Michael Opitz, Deutschlandradio Kultur
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Bruno Ziauddin
born in 1965, grew up in 
Zurich, and works as a jour-
nalist, author, and lecturer. 
Published in Magazin, 
Weltwoche and ZEIT, his 
articles have won many 
awards. His first book, 
Grüezi Gummihälse, a 
tongue-in-cheek analysis  
of the Swiss-German 
culture clash, appeared in 
2008 and rapidly rose to 
bestseller status. 

Bruno Ziauddin
Bad News 

208 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016M is flattered when the editor-in-chief of the country’s leading weekly newspaper offers 

him an executive position. He is currently turning his paper from left-leaning liberal to 
nationalist conservative by increments in a fashion as inventive and brilliant as it is ini-
quitous. M is furious when he discovers that he has next to no scope for decision-making 
— and worse still has plainly been set up to play the fall guy for the big boss and his re-
structuring plans. But M is by no means alone in his anger: several of the town’s radical 
Muslims are well fed up with the paper’s anti-foreign rabble rousing. Someone is going to 
have to pay the price … They talk Damir, a young Bosnian, into doing something that will 
stand as a beacon for all to see. 

When Damir and M clash, the result is not a pretty picture. But it sure makes for great 
front-page news. Hitting the punchline every time, Bruno Ziauddin’s mesmerizing satire 
from the rank and file of journalism is a merciless exposé of media seduction. 

Start splitting hairs and you’re lost. Just take the money and run … 
– A caustic novel about spin doctors, intrigue and anger

A young journalist is carving out a career for 
himself – climbing to the topmost ranks of a week-

ly paper. Dazzled by the charismatic chief editor, 
he becomes embroiled in his Machiavellian machi-

nations – with life-threatening consequences.  
A fast-paced, incisive media thriller about mani-

pulation and radical polemical propaganda. 

BRUNO ZIAUDDIN
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»Beautifully recounted and skilfully constructed, Bad News is a rapidly-paced media thriller.  
Written in the straightforward, catchy language distinctive of good copywriters, the book  

         is as convincing in terms of style as dramatic construction.«  SRF

»An eminently readable, highly intelligent media novel.«  
                        Phillippe Zweifel, SonntagsZeitung

            »Bad News is a fusion of fact and fiction, a perspicacious, sharp-witted and  
                                     extremely entertaining analysis of power strategies  formulated in fast-paced 

colloquial language with an added fillip of pop-culture references.«  Anne-Sophie Scholl, Berner Zeitung

           »With Bad News journalist Bruno Ziauddin presents a roman  
           à clef about the way the world of media is changing.«  Rolf App, St. Galler Tagblatt

F O R E I G N R I G H T S HANSER LITERATURVERLAGE



Alfred Bodenheimer 
was born in Basle in 
1965. He read German 
and history, gaining his 
PhD with a thesis on Else 
Lasker-Schüler, and went 
on to study the Talmud in 
Israel and America. In 2002 
he was appointed Profes-
sor for Jewish Studies at 
Basle University. Nagel & 
Kimche published his debut 
novel Kains Opfer in 2014, 
followed by Das Ende vom 
Lied in 2015.

Alfred Bodenheimer
Der Messias kommt nicht
Rabbi Kleins dritter Fall
The Messiah Isn’t Coming 
Rabbis Klein’s Third Case  

208 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

If you get yourself into hot water, make sure you’re the cook, not the main course. One of 
his father’s favourite aphorisms springs unbidden to Rabbi Klein’s mind when he allows 
himself to be co-opted by a young police commissioner investigating Basel’s Jewish com-
munity. A member of the board, a successful lawyer, has been shot dead. Zurich - based 
Rabbi Klein came to Basel to translate a 16th century book about the role of the Messiah 
in Christianity and Judaism. But now the delicate criminal investigation has priority and 
Klein’s own main objective must take a back seat – quite wrongly, as he soon discovers. 
Because in the final analysis it’s his ponderings on the messiah that help set him on the 
right track, even though he may still be a long way from apprehending the murderer. 

Once again the erudite, clever, inherently sceptical yet intermittently reckless rabbi finds 
himself in hot water. 

A dead professor, far too many suspects – and a rabbi who just 
won’t let things be.

A harmless sabbatical at Basel University soon 
turns into an obscure murder case. The death 

of a prominent member of Basel’s Jewish 
community brings the Rabbi from Zurich face to 
face with various forms of deep-seated hatred.

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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»Gabriel Klein is definitely one of the most unusual investigators on the German-spea-
king crime fiction scene«. Focus Online

»A densely atmospheric, compact detective novel brimming with insights into the cloistered 
world of religion and the more corrupt realms of science, Messias is imbued with a sense of 
serenity seldom found in a crime thriller. One thing’s for sure – we’ll be seeing more of 
Alfred Bodenheimer’s Rabbi Klein.« Ingeborg Sperl, Der Standard



Anja Kampmann  
was born in 1983 in Ham-
burg. She studied at the 
University of Hamburg and 
the German Literature In-
stitute in Leipzig. She won 
her first literary competition 
in 2006, when she was 
invited to Berlin as an Open 
Mike finalist. Since then, 
her poetry has won multiple 
awards and attracted grant-
funding. She has published 
widely in journals including 
Akzente. In March 2015, 
she was awarded the Wolf-
gang Weyrauch Promotion 
Prize.

Anja Kampmann 
Proben von Stein und Licht
Gedichte
Samples of Stone and Light 
Poems 

Edition Lyrik Kabinett  
112 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

I never saw so much snow
never so many tracts of land frozen so thick
cold and icestill like the land that turns away from us

So begins Anja Kampmann’s exploration of landscape through poetry, an exploration 
oscillating between intimacy and alienation, between the wordlessness of nature and the 
expressive power of poetry. Many of the poems begin with similar perspectives on reality, 
on images, and places.

»I want to describe the horizon« — the horizon that frames our world whilst bounding it. 
Anja Kampmann is a new young voice on the poetic landscape well worth discovering. 
In 2015, she was awarded the Wolfgang Weyrauch grant for the poetic reconnaissance of 
»uncharted territory, which despite descriptive precision defies monosemy.«

My dreams of the sea
Vanished

In the fathomless depths

P O E T RY
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Jan Wagner
was born in 1971 in Ham-
burg and lives in Berlin. 
His first volume of poetry, 
Probebohrung im Himmel, 
was published in 2001, 
followed by Guerickes 
Sperling (2004), Achtzehn 
Pasteten (2007), Australien 
(2010) and Die Eulenhas-
ser in den Hallenhäusern 
(2012). His work has won 
him many awards. His 
most recent volume of 
poetry, Regentonnenvari-
ationen, was awarded the 
Leipzig Book Fair Prize.  

Jan Wagner
Selbstporträt mit  
Bienenschwarm  
Ausgewählte Gedichte 
2001-2015
Self-portrait with  
a Swarm of Bees 
Selected poems  
2001–2015
256 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

Even his debut volume, the ambitiously titled Probebohrung im Himmel (A Trial Drill in 
the Sky) contained everything that would come to define Jan Wagner’s poetry: elegance 
and wit, virtuosity and playfulness, curiosity and devotion, precision and detached sensu-
ality. Fifteen years and six volumes later, his work has gained in scope and intensity. There 
are very few poets who can boast as many prizes or as many readers. Which is wonderful 
but no miracle: page for page, this anthology — hand-picked by the author himself — shows 
just how much a really good poem can convey — and why we should all read more poetry.

Anthology as self-portrait: Jan Wagner 
offers us the best of fifteen years of poetic 
creativity, presenting himself as a virtuoso 

poet and master raconteur, a visionary 
player and a global explorer who has retai-
ned his childlike curiosity about the world. ©
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Sweden (Rámus)
Selected backlist: Regentonnenvariationen (2014): Netherlands (Podium)

»This is quite simply first-rate poetry, breathtakingly well-versed, yet conceived with a 
laudable lightness of touch very few poets can muster.«  Christian Metz, F.A.Z.

»Jan Wagner is lauded as a precise and impassive observer, an intensely visual poet. 
This is a gift he shares with such standard-bearers of German poetry as Gottfried 
Benn, the impresario of the cult of detachment, and Durs Grünbein who regales us  
with his eminently cool historical panoramas. But neither of them is as entertaining or 
as intelligently self-referential as Jan Wagner.«  Hendrik Werner, Weserkurier
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Rafik Schami
Sophia oder der Anfang aller Geschichten
Sophia, or the Beginning of All Stories
Hanser Verlag. 480 pages

As a young girl Sophia falls deeply in love with Karim, but instead of marrying him she weds a rich goldsmith. 
A few years later Karim is innocently accused of murder and Sophia saves his life. He promises her from that 
point on he will be there to support her whenever she needs him. 
Rafik Schami’s latest masterpiece tells of the power of love. A love that instils courage and fortitude, a love that 
rejuvenates – and can even save lives.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Bulgaria (Atlantis), Czech Republic (Zeleny), Greece (Livanis), Hungary (Lábnyom), Italy (under negotiation), 
Serbia (under negotiation), Slovakia (Zeleny), Spain (Salamandra)

Robert Seethaler
Ein ganzes Leben. A whole life
Hanser Berlin Verlag. 160 pages. Longlisted for the Man Booker International Prize 2016

Robert Seethaler tells the story of cable car worker Andreas Egger – a man out of time who enjoys happiness, 
suffers sorrow, and in the end comes to look back with amazement on the years that have made up his life. It's a 

simple and deeply moving story – the story of a lifetime.

»Seethaler lifts what could have been a dry, mundane narrative to the level of a gripping, artful epic, and therein lies 
the wizardry.« Bookseller

»Seethaler shows that for even the most ordinary people, life is an extraordinary adventure - and he does so tenderly 
and memorably.« Mail on Sunday

Sales to Foreign Countries
Sold to 17 territories to date

Liliana Corobca
Der erste Horizont meines Lebens
Romanian Original Title: Kinderland 
Zsolnay Verlag. Novel. 192 pages 

Liliana Corobca tells the story of a girl in a Moldavian village whose parents are forced to go abroad to earn a living. 
With colourful imagery and pulling no punches, she describes the harsh reality of a girl’s life, granting a dignified 
voice to the children left behind on Europe’s last horizon—thrown on the mercy of relatives or having to fend for 
themselves. An impressive new literary voice.

»Liliana Corobca chooses her words with tender curiosity; her tenderness guards her against cynicism, her curiosity 
against excessive goodwill.«  Michael Köhlmeier

Sales to Foreign Countries 
Slovenia (Modrijan)

Irene Ruttmann
Adèle
Zsolnay Verlag. Novel. 160 pages

German infantryman Max meets Adèle, a girl from the Champagne region, in the winter of 1916 at the Aisne. It 
is the story of a passionate and impossible wartime romance.

Irene Ruttmann portrays an almost wordless love in a sensual and down-to-earth fashion, elevating this short 
book to the realms of literary greatness.

»Gentle, quiet, yet profoundly moving, this story impressed me deeply.« Martin Pollack
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Wolf Lepenies sees the French dream of a Mediterranean power stronghold as harking 
back to the subliminal regions of European history, where the inferiority complexes and 
mutual resentments still fester to this day. Franco-German rivalry has its origins in the 
contrasts between Catholicism and Protestantism, between the more meticulous, »stricter« 
North and the less regimented and more pleasure-loving South – concepts and stereo-
types that date back to the 18th century and are progressively resurfacing in political  
debate today. Wolf Lepenies sheds light on this startling and little-known slice of Euro-
pean history, providing essential reading for anyone wanting to gain a deeper understan-
ding of how coalitions and fronts within Europe come about. 

Europe’s conflicts and their roots in history:  
a tale of European rivalries 

It looked to be a cut and dried plan: President Sarkozy 
wanted to win over his southern neighbours to form  
a Mediterranean union as a counterweight against  
German dominance in Europe. Angela Merkel lost  

no time in nipping this scheme in the bud – but is it  
content to remain a footnote of history? 

Wolf Lepenies
born in 1941, is a socio-
logist and historian. From 
1986 to 2001 he was head 
of the Berlin Institute for 
Advanced Studies; he 
was also a member of the 
Institute of Advanced Study 
in Princeton for several 
years and held the Chaire 
Européenne at the Collège 
de France in Paris from 
1991 to 1992. Lepenies is 
an honorary doctor of the 
Sorbonne, an officer of the 
French Legion d’Honneur, 
and has numerous distingu-
ished awards to his name. 
He now lives in Berlin. His 
last publication at Hanser 
was Auguste Comte. Die 
Macht der Zeichen (2010).

Wolf Lepenies
Die Macht am Mittelmeer
Französische Träume von 
einem anderen Europa
Mediterranean Alliance 
The French dream of an 
alternative Europe

352 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

WOLF LEPENIES
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             »Who could be better qualified to make sense of the endless ping-ponging of theoretical 

and factual politics than sociologist and historian Wolf Lepenies? Erstwhile director of the Berlin 

Institute for Advanced Studies, he has repeatedly demonstrated his affinity with and close  

understanding of French intellectual life in several books. His latest work also ultimately  

focuses on Franco-German relations and the – inappropriate and effectively inept – Parisian 

efforts to form a counterbalance to the coolly Protestant power in the North [...] By means  

of striking anecdotes and arresting analogy, Lepenies guides even the relative novice through  

a complex Franco-Latin narrative which was very differently told back in the days  

of the Holy Roman Empire of the German nation [...] This book is  

a veritable treasure trove of information.«  Claus Leggewie, Süddeutsche Zeitung

Sales to Foreign Countries
Selected backlist: Auguste Comte. Die Macht der Zeichen (2010): France (Maison 
des Sciences de l' Homme)
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Karlheinz Stierle
was born in 1936. He is 
Professor Emeritus of  
Romance Languages at 
the University of Cons-
tance. His previous publi-
cations at Hanser are: Der 
Mythos von Paris. Zeichen 
und Bewusstsein der Stadt 
(1993), Petrarca – Fragmen-
te eines Selbstentwurfs 
(1998), and Francesco 
Petrarca. Ein Intellektueller 
im Europa des 14. Jahr-
hunderts (2003), as well as 
Zeit und Werk (Proust’s  
A la recherche du temps 
perdu und Dante’s Com-
media, 2008).

Karlheinz Stierle
Pariser Prismen 
Zeichen und Bilder  
der Stadt
Paris through a Prism
Symbols and Images of the 
metropolis on the Seine 

Edition Akzente  
384 pages. Softcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

Karlheinz Stierle is renowned as one of the foremost connoisseurs of Parisian literature. 
In his new book, he bridges the gap between medieval Paris and its modern counterpart. 
Taking an entirely novel approach, he focuses on lesser known gems such as the genesis 
of the city-novel in the Paris of the July monarchy, the phantasmagorical aspects of the 
vast metropolis, and the representation of Paris in the work of Georges Perec. 

Stierle delves into the myth that is Paris in depth and detail, opening up new dimensions 
by implicating the visual arts. From the impressionist painters – a crucial source of inspi-
ration for Emile Zola – to Giacometti’s iconic »Paris Sans Fin« (Paris forever); from Honoré 
Daumier’s caricatures all the way to Sempé’s cartoons, he gives us the key to unlock the 
myriad symbols and images of the city. These symbols and images have one message in 
common: Paris was, is and always will be entirely unique.   

Very few cities have spawned  
a mythology that can compare to Paris. 

Paris is the jewel in the crown … ©
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Franz Willnauer 
was born in 1933 in Enns, 
Upper Austria. He worked 
for the music publisher 
Universal Edition and as 
cultural editor of Forum, 
amongst others. From 
1986 to 1991 he was sec-
retary general of the Salz-
burg Festival. He lives in 
Cologne. His most recent 
publications at Zsolnay 
are Gustav Mahler: »Mein 
lieber Trotzkopf, meine 
süße Mohnblume«. Briefe 
an Anna von Mildenburg 
(2006) and Gustav Mahler: 
»Verehrter Herr College!« 
Briefe an Komponisten, 
Dirigenten, Intendanten 
(2010).

Gustav Mahler 
»In Eile – wie immer!«
»In Haste – as Always!«
Unpublished and Newly 
Discovered Letters

Zsolnay Verlag
Selected and edited  
by Franz Willnauer
480 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

His childhood sweetheart Fanny Poisl, outraged poet Hugo von Hofmannsthal and 
Vienna’s »most beautiful aristocrat« Countess Misa von Wydenbruck; the New York 
maestro Theodor Spiering, fellow conductors Hans Richter, Felix Weingartner and Ernst 
von Schuch; operatic soprano Selma Kurz and composer Alexander Glasunow: Over the 
course of his career as composer, conductor and impresario, Gustav Mahler established 
a network of correspondents that spanned half of Europe and beyond. Yet more than 
250 of his letters to 35 correspondents remained unpublished or were only to be found 
in obscure journals or far-flung locations. Noted Mahler authority Franz Willnauer has 
selected, compiled and edited them to fashion a fascinating, multi-facetted portrait of the 
personality, life and works of Gustav Mahler. The result is an epistolary volume which 
offers both absorbing reading for aficionadas of his music and a meticulously edited col-
lection of exciting new source material for researchers and musicologists. 
 

A genius and his network:  
a kaleidoscopic appraisal of Gustav Mahler

Composer, conductor, impresario and 
lover – hitherto unknown letters by  
Gustav Mahler to friends male and 

female, colleagues and collaborators. 

M U S I C
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Wilfried F. Schoeller
born in 1941, was head 
of the department of 
contemporary culture at 
the Hessian radio and 
television station for many 
years and went on to teach 
literary criticism and media 
studies as a professor of 
20th century literature at 
Bremen University. Hanser 
published his previous 
books Deutschland vor 
Ort (Geschichten, Mythen, 
Erinnerungen) in 2005,  
and Alfred Döblin. Eine 
Biographie in 2011. The 
author Wilfried F. Schoeller 
lives in Berlin.

Wilfried F. Schoeller
Franz Marc
A Biography 

448 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

In his compelling, extensive and richly illustrated biography, Wilfried F. Schoeller pre-
sents the artist we don’t encounter on postcards, but only in his paintings. He has une-
arthed new sources that yield surprising revelations: Marc was anything but enthusiastic 
about going to war, nor had he any great sympathy for the nationalist ideologies he was 
expected to embrace. Schoeller presents Marc as a staunch individualist who was in close 
contact with fellow European artists of his time, yet never allowed himself to be corrupted 
by the vagaries of fashion. This book offers us the opportunity to discover him anew—as 
the ground-breaking artist he undoubtedly was. 

What’s the truth behind the cliché of the painter of animals,  
harmony and idylls?

A fresh perspective on Franz Marc – the artist everyone thinks  
they know

The definitive biography to commemorate the centenary of Franz 
Marc’s death on March 4th, 2016 – with a focus on his entire oeuvre, 
beyond the familiar motifs 

With Franz Marc, modern art moved into living rooms 
the length and breadth of Germany in the form of post-

cards and posters. Yellow reindeer, red cows: in  
the end, these decorative motifs were all that remained  

of a revolutionary artistic departure. But who was  
Franz Marc really, the man who lost his life in the  

war a hundred years ago at the age of only 36?  
What inspired him to see – and paint – the  

world from such a radically fresh perspective? ©
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»Winfried F. Schoeller presents a sound and refreshingly impartial biography of Franz 
Marc to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the artist’s untimely death. Examining 
the countless apocryphal narratives surrounding Marc’s life and work, Schoeller draws 
on extensive source material to prove conclusively that many of the countless hand-
me-down cliches are quite simply wrong.«  Joachim Kronsbein, Spiegel

F O R E I G N R I G H T S HANSER LITERATURVERLAGE
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Richard Saage
was born in Tülau, Lower 
Saxony in 1941. A political 
scientist and Professor of 
Political Theory and His-
tory of Ideas at the Martin 
Luther University in Halle-
Wittenberg until 2006, his 
books include Das Ende 
der politischen Utopie? 
(1990), Faschismustheorien 
(revised new edition 1997) 
and Zwischen Darwin und 
Marx (2012).

Richard Saage 
Der erste Präsident
Karl Renner – eine  
politische Biografie
The First President
Karl Renner –  
A Political Biography

Zsolnay Verlag
Biography. 416 pages  
with photos. Hardcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

A century-spanning social democratic politician, Karl Renner uniquely personified the 
destiny of a country considerably diminished in stature after the fall of the Habsburg 
Empire. But his consent to the annexation of his homeland by Nazi Germany damaged 
his reputation beyond repair, calling all his achievements into question. 

In this ground-breaking biography, German political scientist Richard Saage examines 
what remains of Karl Renner's heritage. Instead of interpreting his career as a simple 
rise-and-fall, Saage opts for a wider perspective, shedding light on previously unknown 
aspects of his life dating all the way back to his birth.

 

Half a century at the centre of Austrian politics:  
What remains of Karl Renner's legacy?

Karl Renner (1870–1950) was Austrian Chan-
cellor and President of the National Council; 

he was Federal President and founder of two 
republics – yet to this day he is regarded as one 

of the most controversial Austrian politicians.

B I O G R A P H Y
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From Amazon and Netflix to the Facebook newsfeed and online dating, algorithms 
determine what we buy, what we watch for entertainment, and with whom we go out. 
Bestselling author Christoph Drösser has no equal in explaining mathematically complex 
interrelations and what makes them work. He identifies the 9 most important algorithms 
and debunks them of their menace. Dösser carefully weighs pros and cons of algorithms. 
He illuminates their positive role in predicting disasters and epidemics and their negative 
role in trading on the stock market or the not yet fully developed prediction of crimes. 
This book has the passion to enlighten and it returns to us a piece of internet autonomy.

The math behind Google and GPS

Intelligent devices scare us;  
yet, how do they function?

How algorithms impact our daily lives and how 
we can regain our power over them

Christoph Drösser 
was born in 1958 and lives 
with his family in San Fran-
cisco. He has worked as an 
editor and contributor at the 
»Knowledge« desk of the 
weekly Die Zeit. Since 1997, 
he has written the column 
Correct? where he res-
ponds to readers' questions 
about myths and legends 
in daily life. His books are 
bestsellers. Drösser was 
awarded the scientific 
journalist of the year prize 
by Medium magazine and 
a prize of the German Math 
Association for his merit in 
popularizing math. Contact: 
www.droesser.net 
Twitter: @chrdr

Christoph Drösser
Total berechenbar?  
Wenn Algorithmen für  
uns entscheiden
Totally Predictable?
When Algorithms Make  
Decisions For Us

220 pages with illustrations 
Softcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

CHRISTOPH DRÖSSER

S O C I E T Y
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 »Do not purchase electric appliances from a man you met in the street and who is out of  

             breath. Beware of people who wear shades in a movie theater, unless they are accompanied  

   by a dog. As a general rule, algorithms determine proper timing. And finally, a master in giving  

understandable explanations of the hidden daily powers is here to address a variety of issues. If you 

like this book you will also enjoy the works of Hirschausen and extension cords of cordless telephones.«   

     Eckart von Hirschhausen, cabaret artist, MD, writer

»Again, Christoph Drösser comes through as a chief enlightenment officer. His book about  

algorithms is a congenial and knowledgeable key for understanding our digital world.«   

Günter M. Ziegler, author of Do I Count? Stories from Mathematics and Mathematik – Das ist doch keine Kunst

Sales to Foreign Countries
Korea (Bookhouse, Publishers)
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Stefan Schulz
was born in1983 and stu-
died sociology in Bielefeld. 
Frank Schirrmacher, the 
late and legendary editor-
in-chief of Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung, disco-
vered his texts in the blog 
Sozialtheoristen and asked 
him to join FAZ in 2001. He 
struck out as a freelance 
journalist in 2014, and is 
currently working in colla-
boration with several col-
leagues to launch a daily 
paper chronicling German 
cultural and intellectual life 
in the form of on-the-spot 
reports. Stefan Schulz 
lives in Frankfurt.

Stefan Schulz
Redaktionsschluss
Die Zeit nach der Zeitung
Copy Deadline
The post-newspaper era 
304 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

Stefan Schulz has first-hand experience of a highly respected paper being plunged into 
crisis through his time at Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. He went on to investigate vari-
ous internet companies which are busy dividing the spoils among themselves in the form 
of newsfeeds devised not by sound judgement but by algorithms. What will the conse-
quences be for the public in a free society? Stefan Schulz shows us how we can keep a cool 
head and deal with all the new information on offer in a competent and confident manner. 

The consequences of the digital revolution for our society 

An inventory of the media landscape 

Pointers on how to deal competently with the wealth of new  
information on offer 

Not long ago, the press vaingloriously  
considered itself as the Fourth Estate – and  

was correspondingly critically monitored. Today  
there is cause for concern: How many news-pa-

pers will still be around in ten years’ time? And 
what does it mean for the general public  
if free online services succeed in taking  

the place of professional journalism? ©
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Melanie Mühl 
was born in Stuttgart 
in 1976. She studied 
German and journalism in 
Karlsruhe and at Queens 
University in Kingston, 
Ontario/Canada. She has 
been features editor of 
the Frankfurter Allgemei-
ne Zeitung since October 
2006. Nagel & Kimche pub-
lished her book Menschen 
am Berg. Geschichten vom 
Leben ganz oben in 2010 
and Hanser published Die 
Patchwork-Lüge. Eine 
Streitschrift in 2011.

Melanie Mühl 
Fünfzehn sein
Was Jugendliche heute 
wirklich denken 
Being Fifteen
Inside the heads of  
today’s teenagers 

192 pages. Softcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

For God’s sake, just look at them! Constantly checking their mobiles, having sex instead 
of hanging out with their friends. All they care about is themselves and their computer 
games, makeup, and shopping. They live in cyberspace, obsessing about their online 
lives. But how much truth is there in these prejudices? Do today’s teens really tick that 
differently than the rest of the world did when it was fifteen?

Melanie Mühl spoke to teenagers of both genders. They talked about their lives at length, 
in detail, and with astonishing candour. They talk about love, flash mobs, and cyberbul-
lying; about friendship, body images, intimate shaving, and the best Instagram poses. 
But just how hard is it for teenagers to grow up in a society of optimisation – a perfectly 
photo-shopped world? 
What do adolescents dream of? And what are they actually doing with those cell phones 
all the time? One thing’s for sure – we need to put a good many of our prejudices on hold. 
Because even though they may seem to come from another planet, these kids have pretty 
clear-cut ideas of what makes for a good life – ideas which, like the kids themselves, 
aren’t all bad.  

Finally! A book that explains the world of adolescents –  
from selfies to cheat-day

Melanie Mühl considers teenagers –  
not just from an adult perspective, but  
by letting them speak for themselves. 

S O C I E T Y
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Jan Grossarth 
was born in 1981. He 
studied economics before 
going into a career in jour-
nalism. Initially he worked 
as a freelancer for the 
Süddeutsche Zeitung and 
is now business editor of 
the Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung. 2011 saw the pub-
lication of Vom Aussteigen 
und Ankommen. Besuche 
bei Menschen, die ein 
einfaches Leben wagen 
Twitter: @jangrossarth

Jan Grossarth 
Vom Land in den Mund 
Warum sich die Nahrungs-
industrie neu erfinden muss
Land to Mouth
Why the food industry  
must reinvent itself

160 pages. Softcover
Publication date:  
February 2016

It’s a clash between head and heart: We want our farms to be wholesome, unspoiled, 
organic; whole grains and happy animals. Vegetarians, animal rights activists and or-
ganic consumers demand quality of life for farm animals, ecological awareness, and a 
renunciation of discount mentality. Farmers counter with accusations of head-in-the-
clouds idealism. And indeed it is undeniable that industrial food production has long 
replaced the idyllically quaint picture-book farms we use to teach our children about 
land and livestock. What the world needs is comestibles in mass quantities at low prices. 
Jan Grossarth advocates a ground level reappraisal with a view to arriving at sensible 
and sustainable solutions for coping with the unavoidable increase of industrialization 
within the food industry. Outlining the key factors, he informs us about genetically mo-
dified crops, pig feed, ethical food, slaughterhouse workers, and grow-your-own small-
holders. He describes urban gardeners as well as eco-terrorists and explains why the 
whole thing is such an emotionally charged issue. This book is a must-read for everyone 
who cares about what goes on their plate.
 

Organic farming and living off the land are good; 
industry and mass production are bad. That’s how 

we tend to view agriculture. But in order to feed  
the world, agriculture can’t do without industry – so  

it’s high time we infused it with a touch of soul. 

S O C I E T Y

»The farmhouse idyll of yore is not future-proof.« 
Jan Grossarth
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Quotes on The Germany Illusion

»This is a courageous book for no other reason than it presents a counter-proposal to the present  

economical consensus prevalent in Germany.«  Jens Münchrath, Handelsblatt

         »This book is a must for all those contemporaries who still nurse illusions. It is a delight for these 

who yearn for somebody among the German intellectuals who has a wider view and  

          more reason than what we have come to expect from them«  ParisBerlin

Marcel Fratzscher
Verteilungskampf
Warum Deutschland  
immer ungleicher wird
The Struggle for  
Distribution
Why Germany Becomes 
More Un-Equal

250 pages with  
illustrations. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

»Wealth for all« used to be the famous catch phrase of Ludwig Erhard, the second German 
chancellor, and it has been the creed of German public policy for 60 years. Yet Germany 
has failed to live up to this ideal; our economic game is rigged. No other industrialized 
nation has such a high degree of inequality – in income, wealth, and opportunities. In-
vestments are declining, especially investment in people, which was previously regarded 
as the country's greatest asset. Equally, economic growth is slowing and social partici-
pation is decreasing. The fight for a piece of the pie is becoming harder. The reason for 
these ills is not the insufficient distribution of wealth. It is mostly due to the scarcity of 
opportunities that prevents people from developing and applying their potential. Marcel 
Fratzscher points out how our political process can channel and take advantage of the 
great influx of migrants to further their integration.

Marcel Fratzscher 
was born in 1971 and 
studied in Kiel, Oxford, 
Boston and Florence. His 
professional career took 
him to The European Cen-
tral Bank, The World Bank, 
The Peterson Institute for 
International Economics in 
Washington, DC, and the 
Harvard Institute for Inter-
national Development in 
Jakarta, Indonesia. Today 
Fratzscher is president of 
the German Institute for 
Economic Research (DIW 
Berlin) and professor of  
macroeconomics and 
finance at the Humboldt 
University, Berlin.
Contact: 
www.fratzscher.eu
berlinoeconomicus.diw.de
Twitter: @mfratzscher

MARCEL FRATZSCHER

S O C I E T Y
©
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Wealth for all? What we can do to fight increasing inequality

Piketty's Capital in the Twenty-First Century applied to the  
german conditions

The voice of the president of the German Institute for Economic 
Research (DIW) about the most salient subject of our time 



S O C I E T Y

Antonie Rietzschel
was born in 1986. She 
lives in Munich and works 
for the development desk 
of SZ.de, the website of 
the daily Süddeutsche 
Zeitung. She coordinated 
the reporting about the 
refugee crisis in the past 
months. She has received 
numerous awards for her 
work. Contact:
Twitter: @arietzschel

Both brothers were born in 
Latakia, Syria. They began 
their escape to Europe in 
the fall of 2014 and they 
arrived in Germany a few 
months later in December 
after a dramatic journey. 
Today they live in Oelde, 
North Rhine-Westphalia, 
but the remainder of their 
family is still in war-torn 
Syria.

Antonie Rietzschel
Dreamland Deutschland? 
Das erste Jahr nach der 
Flucht – Zwei Brüder aus 
Syrien erzählen
Dreamland Germany? The 
First Year after the Escape
The Tale of Two Brothers 
from Syria

250 pages, including an 
appendix. Softcover 
Publication date:  
May 2016

It seems forever ago these two young men made a daring escape on a dinghy over the 
Mediterranean. Yet there is the span of only one year between the trauma of war and 
nights in the disco in a small German city. The big question comes up: as a newcomer, 
how do you become a part of German society? How do you keep on living with the know-
ledge that the rest of your family is still living in a war zone, fearing for their lives? Yousef 
and Mohanad tell us how they had to fight for their right to stay, how they found support, 
and how they experienced the political turn to the right. What is more, they do not only 
speak for themselves: For what started as a human emergency will impact our way of life 
for a long time. This is an impressive snapshot of Germany 2016, a country of immigrati-
on, between »We Can Make IT« and »We Are The People«.

Five thousand kilometers of fear, four weeks on the run –  
and now what?

A unique work of long-term observation, a tale of fate, 
and political analysis

Includes an immigration fact check

The brothers Mohanad and Yousef from Syria 
made it to safety. They have lived in Oelde,  

a small town in Germany, for the past year. Antonie 
Rietzschel has been with them from the beginning. 
She witnessed what happens when the talk of and 

about refugees turns into real life. The biography 
of the two Syrian brothers turned into a portrait of 

Germany in 2016, a country of immigration. ©
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Heinz Bude
was born in 1954. He 
studied sociology, philo-
sophy and psychology. 
From 1997 to 2015 he 
was in charge of the 
research unit Gesellschaft 
der Bundesrepublik (The 
Society of the Federal 
Republic of Germany) at 
the Hamburg Institute for 
Social Research. Since 
2000, he has also held the 
macro-sociology chair at 
Kassel University. Hanser 
most recently published 
Bildungspanik. Was un-
sere Gesellschaft spaltet 
(2011) and Lebenslügen im 
Kapitalismus (2014, Hanser 
Box).

Heinz Bude 
Das Gefühl der Welt
Über die Macht von  
Stimmungen 
The Mood of the World
The Power of Emotions 

160 pages Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

Heinz Bude maintains that moods convey the dominant feelings and prevailing mind-
set of any given society. They represent an aggregation of all that’s being thought and 
said in both the private and public spheres, homing in on particular experiences while 
crowding out others. 

Moods are as vague as they are ephemeral and unpredictable. Yet, they are the decisive 
factor in our perception of the world at large — which is why it is so important for politicians 
to know the mood of the electorate. Moods can make or break elections. Heinz Bude re-
veals the driving forces behind public mood streams, explains their effect, and shows 
how they can be influenced and swayed. Anyone wanting to get to grips with the politi-
cal process needs to know about the power of public moods. 

What’s the mood? Could be better…

In the political arena, moods are often more decisive  
than arguments 

Paradigms, mood-swings and active intervention
 

New departures? A spirit of optimism? Far from 
it. Instead we all feel threatened, we’re securing 

our assets and hanging on to all we hold dear. 
After all, who knows what tomorrow will bring? 

P O L I T I C S
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Klaus Werner-Lobo
born in Salzburg in 1967, 
is an author and erstwhile 
local councillor in Vienna. 
Deuticke published his 
books Schwarzbuch Öl 
(2005, with Thomas Seifert), 
Uns gehört die Welt! Macht 
und Machenschaften der 
Multis (2010) and Schwarz-
buch Markenfirmen (in 
collaboration with Hans 
Weiss; revised new edition 
2014). Read more on  
www.klauswerner.com

Klaus Werner-Lobo
Nach der Empörung 
Was tun, wenn wählen  
nicht mehr reicht
The Aftermath of Outrage 
What to Do When Voting  
isn’t Enough 

Deuticke Verlag
208 pages. Softcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

Demonstrations and protests on the one hand; resignation, disenchantment and voter 
apathy on the other. The bottom line is that an increasing number of citizens feel politi-
cians and political parties are reneging on their democratic duties. There is a growing 
demand for sustainable alternatives.
 
But what can we do in real terms when we are fed up to the back teeth with political stale-
mates, corruption and inhumanity? When we want to improve our coexistence or protect 
the environment? 

Klaus Werner-Lobo, who has experience of political work on various levels – as activist, 
author and politician — encourages us to take a stand and get more involved. Through 
real-life success stories both major and minor, he shows how individuals, ground-level 
initiatives and grass-roots movements have brought about improvements in the world – 
and in many cases made history.  

A guide to pro-active intervention!

Get involved! Let’s help change the world.

How can we make ourselves heard when we air  
our grievances? How do we get actively involved  

in politics? How can we help shape the future?  

A hands-on manual for one and all. ©
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Selected backlist: Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen (with Hans Weiss): Korea (Breathing 
Books), Serbia (Laguna); previous edition sold to 17 territories
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Stefan Mekiffer
was born in 1988 and lives 
in Berlin and Landau. He 
studied economy, cultural 
and political sciences 
and philosophy in Maas-
tricht, Paris and Berlin. 
In addition to being an 
author Stefan Mekiffer has 
started a forest garden and 
performs Klezmer. 
Contact:
www.stefanmekiffer.de

Stefan Mekiffer
Warum eigentlich genug 
Geld für alle da ist
Why There Is Enough 
Money for All

304 pages with  
illustrations. Softcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

Is it enough to work 20 hours per week? Is it more economical to share an item instead 
of keeping it for yourself? The young economist Stefan Mekiffer answers this question 
with a »yes« and he speaks for a whole generation. We must say »good bye« to the hitherto 
accepted economic creed and to the concept of being a cog in the wheel that can be ad-
justed at will by those in power. Instead, we should strive for an organic system or an 
economy of natural cycles. The author shows us how we can live in the future: a life with 
guaranteed living wage, local currencies and negative interest. In order to accomplish 
this we have to redefine the role of money. It must change from an instrument of coercion 
to a means for freedom. This book is a passionate plea for a new economy and a surpri-
singly new narrative of an organic economy where nobody will be left behind.
 

The economy – put back from its head to its feet
Why the mainstream economy got it all wrong

A radical new history of money

E C O N O M Y

»This is a courageous and stimulating book. It contains the pointed history of the 
dogma of the economy but it also presents a suggestion for the transformation of our 
monetary system. This suggestion will surely trigger some heated discussions.«  
Prof. Niko Paech, author of the bestseller Liberation from Excess
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Everything is totally different: What is healthy is actually poisonous. What is good for 
the mind and for the body isn't good at all. It is chemical, biological, mental and physical 
stress stimuli that are healthy for the body.
 
This principle is called hormesis. Hormesis is in everything that deserves the name life. 
It is about to unleash a revolution in medicine, health maintenance and many other areas.
It was already known to Paracelsus: the effect of medicine and poison lies in the dosage. 
This applies to cough syrup and pretty much everything else from arsenic, calories, cold 
showers, nicotine, psycho stress, sports, and radiation exposure to onion soup.
 
The biologist and scientific author Richard Friebe sheds light on the secret of this inner 
strength that we all can use. It fights stress and poison; it also uses stress and poison to 
repair existing damages. If it does not kill us it strengthens us.
This is a fascinating journey in to life itself and its oldest and most important, hitherto ig-
nored, basic building blocks. This book is nothing less than a key for a more healthy life.
 

Live longer and more healthy adopting the hormesic principle

A first glimpse at a fascinating new field of science

Richard Friebe
was born in 1970 in Erfurt; 
he writes for the periodi-
cals FAZ, FAS, and SZ. 
He is also a book editor. 
Previously he was with the 
Süddeutsche Verlag as 
a leading editor. In 2010, 
Friebe received the Georg 
von-Holtzbrinck-Price for 
scientific journalism. In 
2013, he was awarded the 
Peter-Hans-Hofschneider- 
Investigative-Award for his 
article about biohacking. 
The author lives in Berlin 
and Itzehoe.

Richard Friebe
Hormesis
Das Prinzip der Wider-
standskraft. Wie Stress  
und Gift uns stärker machen
Hormesis
The Principle of Resistance. 
How Stress and poison Can 
Make Us Stronger

250 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2015

P O P U L A R  S C I E N C E

RICHARD FRIEBE

Sales to Foreign Countries
Selected backlist: Together for Life, Why Bacteria are our friends: Taiwan  
(Business Weekly), Czech (ANAG)

Quotes on Charisius/Friebe, Together for Life – Why Bacteria are our Friends

       »Pleasantly delivered new scientific findings […] Both authors continue to find new images to  

          describe the cohabitation of man and microbe. This makes the book easy to understand.«   

                                Michael Lange, Deutschlandfunk

»This book presents very current scientific findings in an entertaining fashion. I found the chapters on 

the impact of bacteria on the occurrence of cancer and on our psyche remarkable.«  Anne Preger, WDR5  

»This is an entertaining and clear, yet substantial book.«  Birgit Kanz, Spektrum der Wissenschaft Online  
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P O P U L A R  S C I E N C E

Sebastian Lotzkat
was born in 1981 and 
traveled with his backpack 
through Europe and Latin 
America before studying 
biology in Frankfurt. Today, 
he is a Scientific Associ-
ate at the Senckenberg 
Research Institute, author 
and science slammer. 
He also freelances at the 
Senckenberg Museum of 
Natural History and the 
Palm Garden in Frankfurt. 
For his doctoral thesis, he 
spent 12 months in the rain 
forests of Panama to docu-
ment the diversity of local 
reptiles. Along the way 
he managed to discover 
hitherto unknown species 
of saurians and snakes.

Sebastian Lotzkat
Keine Bange vor  
der Schlange
Liebeserklärung an ein 
unpopuläres Tier
No Fear of Snakes
A Declaration of Love for 
an Unpopular Animal

296 pages with illustrations 
and photos. Hardcover
Publication date:  
March 2016

Slimy, yucky, evil; these are only three of many unsavory attributes that we bestow onto 
snakes. Yet, no single one applies to these animals! Snakes, more than any other group in 
the animal kingdom, are associated with negative labels that are based on wild fantasies, 
sensationalism, or sheer ignorance. Herpetologist Sebastian Lotzkat repudiates the bad 
reputation of snakes by replacing myth with lots of suspenseful facts. The author spends 
half of his time in Panama, searching for hitherto unknown species of snakes and the 
other half on German Science-Slam stages. In his book, he relates the vicissitudinous role 
of the snake in human affairs and culture, spanning from Adam and Eve to the Gorgons 
and Indiana Jones. We find an entertaining and well-founded account of what snakes are 
really like: admirable animals with great beauty, power, and elegance. What is more, they 
seem to possess an inexhaustible bag of tricks to survive.

The wonderful world of the hematocryal vertebrate

Everything you Always wanted to know about  
Snakes – but were afraid to ask

A humorous rehabilitation of the  
queen of the animal kingdom ©
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Tomáš Sedláček / Oliver Tanzer
Lilith und die Dämonen des Kapitals – Die Ökonomie auf Freuds Couch
The Demons of Big Money – The Economy on Freud's Couch
Hanser Verlag. 352 pages

 
Capitalism – Is There a Remedy or Is It a Hopeless Case? Tomás Sedlácek's book Economics of Good and Evil 
was on the best selling lists for months and made the author a star of capitalism critics. His new, seminal book 

dissects our economic model and reveals that it is in deep trouble.
»The attempt undertaken by Sedlácek and Tanzer to look at the economy psychoanalytically (which, by the way, 
has already been insisted upon by Schumpeter, Keynes, Marshall ….) is incredibly inspiring. Perhaps it is the first 
of a new brand of economic books - and the most important, most significant one in years.« M. Lemke, Portal für 
Politikwissenschaft
Sales to Foreign Countries 
Japan (Toyo Keizai), Korea (Sejong Books), Taiwan (as if Publishing)

Science Busters
Das Universum ist eine Scheißgegend
The Universe is a Crappy Place 
Hanser Verlag. 328 pages

 
A Stellar Mixture of Leading-Edge Science and Humor. 

The Science Busters use their latest book to issue some serious advice. They declare that space is no playground, 
planets are hard to find, where to sign on against extraterrestrial bacteria, what a shooting star might think 
when encountering a human, how the universe will end and who will be left cleaning up the mess when eve-
rything is over. 

»A Magic Moment of Science!« Jürgen Kaube, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Rüdiger Safranski
Zeit
Was sie mit uns macht und was wir aus ihr machen
On Time
What it does to us – and what we make of it
Hanser Verlag. 288 pages

Beyond all the deceptive clocks and watches that give us the illusion of an objective time measurement, our per-
sonal experience of time is an altogether different matter: strictly structured in music, boundless and easy when 
we are at leisure, pursuing sports and hobbies. With time as his central theme, Rüdiger Safranski expounds on 
the human condition, encouraging us to reclaim the experience of time in all its infinite variety.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Korea (Eunhaengnamu), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Poland (under negotiation), Spain (Tusquets), Sweden 
(under negotiation)

Klaus Werner-Lobo / Hans Weiss
Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen. Die Welt im Griff der Konzerne
Blackbook on Branded Companies. Our world in the grip of corporations
Deuticke Verlag. 336 pages. Softcover

Revised and updated edition of the international bestseller

Large corporations have one goal above all others: maximum profit. Decent working conditions, ethical prin-
ciples and environmental protection are more often than not secondary concerns. Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen 
remains a milestone of criticism on modern globalization. The machinations of corporations – and what we can 
do to curb them. A must-read for the socially engaged consumer!

»This book will hardly fail to provoke a reaction. It attacks corporations at their most vulnerable point – their 
reputation.« Der Spiegel
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Too late is sometimes 
just in time

C H I L D R E N‘S  B O O KS 2

P I C T U R E  B O O K S

Chasing thieves? Catching giants? Saving the world? Dreamy Prince Slowpoke prefers 
to leave that sort of thing to his big brothers. But even the slowest of the slow gets there 
in the end – on this occasion just in time to save the princess!

Slowcoach, daydreamer, the tortoise – that’s what his brothers call him, because Prince 
Willibald is the world’s greatest dawdler. There’s always something getting in his way 
when he really should be hurrying: some daisies he just has to pick, a fragrant apple tree 
he simply must stop to take a sniff at, or a cool brook he just has to dip his feet in. It goes 
without saying he’s the last to discover that Princess Fritza is in great danger. He sets 
out to rescue her from the dragon’s lair some time before his tenth buttered roll. The fact 
that he, Prince Slowpoke, can blow the enfeebled monster down with a single breath is a 
stroke of pure luck. But he wins Fritza’s heart because he’s the only one who picked her 
some blackberries and carved her a beautiful bow. 

 

• Sybille Hein tells the story of a daydreaming prince who always comes last –  
    but ends up saving the princess from the dragon’s clutches for that very reason! 

• tongue-in-cheek narration full of playful humour

• a well-known and popular author

Sybille Hein
born in 1970, works as a 
children’s author, caba-
ret artist and designer. 
She has been illustrating 
children’s books since 
1990. 2004 saw the 
publication of her own 
first picture book as well 
as Claudia Schreiber’s 
children’s book Sultan und 
Kotzbrocken, to which Hein 
contributed the illustra-
tions. The sequel Sultan 
und Kotzbrocken in einer 
Welt ohne Kissen has been 
published in 2014. She 
won several major cabaret 
prizes and the Austrian 
Children’s and Young 
Reader’s Literature Award 
for her illustrations. She 
lives with her husband and 
two children in Berlin.  
www.sybillehein.de

Sybille Hein
Prinz Bummelletzter 
Prince Slowpoke 

With colour illustrations 
throughout
32 pages. Hardcover
Format: 25,5 x 19 cm
From age 3
Publication date:  
March 2016

SYBILLE HEIN

     Sybille Hein takes a stand for all  
the day-dreamers and dawdlers …
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»Erlbruch’s illustrations conjure  
 up worlds in which  

anything is possible«.  Brigitte Jakobeit, Die Zeit  

J. W. VON GOETHE • WOLF ERLBRUCH

P I C T U R E  B O O K S

J. W. von Goethe
(1749–1832) is the most 
famous poet and author 
in the German-speaking 
world. In his play Faust, 
Mephisto has a witch re-
juvenate the protagonist  
by chanting a magic for-
mula, and Faust immedia-
tely becomes besotted by 
the sight of Gretchen …

Wolf Erlbruch 
was born in 1948 and lives 
in Wuppertal. In his role 
as university lecturer he 
has taught many up-and-
coming artists, and as an 
author and illustrator he 
has produced many multi-
ple-award-winning books. 
His publications at Hanser 
include 10 Grüne Heringe 
(2001) and James Joyce’s 
posthumously published 
short story Die Katzen von 
Kopenhagen (2013).

Johann Wolfgang  
von Goethe  
Wolf Erlbruch
Das Hexeneinmaleins (Mini)
The Witch’s One-Time- 
One (mini edition)

With full colour illustrations 
throughout
32 pages. Hardcover
Format: 16,9 x 10 cm
For all ages
Publication date:  
March 2016

The Witch’s One-Time-One from Goethe’s Faust inspired Wolf Erlbruch to craft an irre-
sistibly enchanting picture book. 

»This you must ken / From one make ten / And two let be.« So begins Goethe’s famous 
poetic The Witch’s One–time–one (Hexeneinmaleins). A crazy witch’s spell, a rejuvenati-
on charm for Faust, or in fact an intricate game of numbers? 

Wolf Erlbruch addresses the mysteries Faust’s phantasmagorical formula poses by conju-
ring his very own kaleidoscopic kingdom of form and colour. Readers prepared to study 
this work in detail will feel just like Faust, for whom everything suddenly became so light 
and playful: a fantasy game of a very special kind from the hand of a master of illustra-
tion. 

• a picture book spanning generations and eras
 
• a novel approach to Goethe for kids 

• presented  in a revised format

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (La Joie de Lire), Brazil (Cosac & Naify), Denmark (CDR Forlag), Korea (Sanha)
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Twelve stories about life and friendship, circle time, slipper socks and other adventures 
– narrated in irresistibly poetical language. 

Helene and Alannah are best friends. They can already sway in time standing up, and 
when Helene is in stubborn mode and refuses to open her mouth during circle time, 
Alannah can answer for her. That’s how well they know each other. Alannah also knows 
why one day Helene is nowhere to be found. It’s because she doesn’t want to go to kin-
dergarten anymore, not one little bit. But suddenly the blue box in the corner starts to 
talk – in what sounds just like Helene’s voice! When Alannah tells Helene she isn’t her 
friend any longer, all the other kids are really sad, but her dad says not to worry because 
after all she’s still friends with Maxim, Sarah and Tarek. Still, not being best friends with 
Helene anymore is just the saddest thing. Then one day Helene waves at her and calls: 
»Hello Alannah!«Alannah cries »Hello Helly-Belly!« and just like that the two of them are 
friends again …

John Chambers 
was born in Ireland in 1968 
and moved to Berlin in 
1997. He still lives there 
with his family, working as 
an author and illustrator. 
His script Der Letzte Nean-
derthaler was awarded the 
German Animated Screen-
play Prize. He is currently 
working on two interna-
tional film co-production 
projects and an English 
children’s book series. 

Katja Gehrmann
born in 1968, works as a 
teacher in a children’s art 
school and as an illustrator 
for various magazines and 
publishers. Her illustra-
tions have won her many 
awards. Her first publication 
at Hanser was Katzen- 
augen -grüne-Trauben-
Blitzer -Glitzer-Geistergrün 
by Tanja Dückers (2015).
www.katjagehrmann.de

John Chambers  
Helene & Alannah
Geschichten aus  
dem Kindergarten
Kindergarten Tales 

Colour illustrations  
by Katja Gehrmann
96 pages. Hardcover
Format: 17 x 24 cm
From age 4
Publication date:  
February 2016

C H I L D R E N ' S  F I C T I O N

• a heart-warming kindergarten friendship story

• witty, well observed and true to everyday nursery life The best thing about kindergarten 
   is getting to see your  

best friend every day! 
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 How is Philip supposed to enjoy  

a laid-back holiday when there’s  

so much injustice in the world? 

ANNETTE PEHNT
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Annette Pehnt
Alle für Anuka
Standing up for Anuka  

Colour illustrations  
by Jutta Bauer
139 pages. Hardcover
Format: 14,5 x 21 cm
From age 10
Publication date:  
February 2016

Every year Philip spends his holidays in the PalmClub Hotel. It’s wonderfully easy-going 
there – and he gets to see Anuka again! But this time something unexpected happens: 
the quiet and unassuming Philip becomes part of a children’s revolt.

For eleven-year old Anuka, it’s the same old routine every day: she gets up early, wakes 
her two brothers and goes to work in the up-market PalmClub Hotel. She is one of many 
industrious assistants whose job it is to make life as pleasant and enjoyable as possible 
for guests like Philip and his parents. There’s always a smile on her face, she’s invariably 
attentive, courteous and obliging. But then one day her little brother Stefane falls ill, and 
Anuka is torn between her work – where she must arrive punctually – and her feverish 
brother. Her friend Valencia helps her out, but it costs her her job. That’s when things 
reach the breaking point. The children are no longer prepared to put up with this kind of 
treatment – and together they prove a force to be reckoned with! 

• A stand for empathy and solidarity among children a contribution to a greater  
   understanding of the world we live in, especially in times of mass migration  
   and refugee influxesa thought-provoking book sure to raise many questions

C H I L D R E N ' S  F I C T I O N

Annette Pehnt
was born in Cologne in 
1967. She studied and 
worked in Ireland, Scotland, 
Australia and the United 
States. A writer, critic and 
literary scholar, she lives 
with her family in Freiburg. 
Her many awards include 
the Italo Svevo Prize, the 
Solothurn Literature Prize, 
and the Hermann Hesse 
Prize for Literature. Hanser 
previously published Der 
Bärbeiß in 2013 and Der 
Bärbeiß – Herrlich miese 
Tage in 2014. 

Renowned illustrator 
Jutta Bauer was born in 
Hamburg in 1955, where 
she works as an author, 
cartoonist and animator. 
She has won many awards, 
including the German Prize 
for Young Readers’ Litera-
ture and the Hans Christian 
Andersen Award. She is the 
illustrator of both Bärbeiß 
books by Annette Pehnt.
www.annette-pehnt.de
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Dad’s been made redundant, Mum’s being threatened with a libel suit and the family 
coffers are gaping empty. Clever Pernilla and her brothers have their work cut out, so it’s 
just as well they never run out of good ideas. 

Pernilla is horrified when she discovers that Dad’s funeral parlour business is on the 
brink of collapse and Mum’s being sued by a farmer who thinks he bears too close a 
resemblance to the Orchard Murderer in her latest provincial crime thriller. Pernilla is 
convinced the family is facing financial ruin and they’ll have to move house and live as 
social outcasts. Assisted by her brothers Lars and Ole, she immediately sets out on a re-
scue mission – a mission involving exciting detective work on fruit farms and in funeral 
parlours, reading chilling thrillers and running shrewd interrogations. The fact that they 
have her little brother Sten in tow, find themselves led up many a garden path and have 
to rescue some earthworms, complicates matters no end – but one thing’s for sure: it’s 
guaranteed to be a fun ride! 

• a book about the hardships, opportunities and adventures of an extended family

• inventive, original and side-splittingly funny

• the second volume featuring Pernilla and her family

Silke Schlichtmann
was born in Stade in 1967. 
She has a PhD in literature 
and worked as an inde-
pendent scholar and editor 
before deciding she’d rather 
be an author in her own 
right. Her debut children’s 
novel Pernilla oder wie 
die Beatles meine viele zu 
große Familie retteten was 
published in 2015. She lives 
in Munich with her husband 
and four children. 

Susanne Göhlich 
was born 1972 in Jena 
and took to drawing as 
a sideline to studying art 
history. Today she illust-
rates children’s books and 
magazines, designs pos-
ters and conducts drawing 
classes. She has already 
illustrated the first volume 
in the Pernilla series. She 
lives with her family in 
Leipzig.

Silke Schlichtmann 
Pernilla oder Warum wir 
nicht in den sauren Apfel 
beißen mussten 
Pernilla, or Why We Didn’t 
Have to Bite the Bullet 
After All  
S/W illustrations by  
Susanne Göhlich
240 pages. Hardcover
From age 9
Publication date:  
March 2016

C H I L D R E N ' S  F I C T I O N

The second in a series about  
Pernilla and her extended family!  

          »A witty plea for imagination, individuality
                         and the power of family.«  Barbara Hordych, Süddeutsche Zeitung
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Pianist – a dream job:  
what wouldn’t Clara give for that …? 
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YO U N G  A D U LT ' S  F I C T I O N

Claudia Schreiber 
was born in 1958 and  
lives in Cologne. Her books 
have been adapted for the-
atre, television and cinema. 
Her debut children’s book 
Sultan & Kotzbrocken ap-
peared in 2004, its sequel 
Sultan & Kotzbrocken in 
einer Welt ohne Kissen, 
also published by Hanser, 
in 2014. Her most recent 
picture book project, Ich, 
Luisa, Königin der ganzen 
Welt illustrated by Yayo 
Kawamura was published 
in 2015. 
www.claudiaschreiber.de 

Claudia Schreiber
Solo for Clara
Clara’s Solo

272 pages. Hardcover
From age 12
Publication date:  
February 2016

Clara is five when she first sits down at the piano. The idea is for her to familiarise herself 
with the instrument, but right from the start Clara shows an exceptional talent and a 
remarkable musical curiosity. Very soon she starts getting piano lessons and spends eve-
ry free moment at the grand piano. Within a few years she becomes a master pupil. She 
knows that with dedication, discipline and her great love of music she could easily have a 
future as a concert pianist. What she’s not aware of is the toll taken by the constant travel-
ling, the scheming machinations of her competitors and the oppressive effect of giving up 
any semblance of a normal life. Still, Clara refuses to let it discourage her and continues 
to fight for her dream, until her great ambition of a solo career seems to be within reach …

• for everyone with a dream they want to make come true –  
   no matter what the cost 

• the true story of a talented young pianist
 
• includes QR-code links to all the piano pieces in the novel 
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The absorbing portrait of a gifted 
young musician – and the deeply  
moving story of a young girl who 

pursues her dream with dedicated 
ambition and fervent passion.
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JOSEF H. REICHHOLF

Based on the commonplace experiences of young people and adults, renowned biologist 
Josef H. Reichholf takes us through the story of the genesis of nature and mankind. What 
makes mankind what it is? What makes us human? We speak different languages, follow 
different religions, rituals and customs, we have different habits – what’s the common 
denominator? Why are we different, what do those differences reveal about our origins 
and what do they mean for the future? In an accessible style, the author combines funda-
mental knowledge with astonishing discoveries from cutting-edge research. He takes a 
glimpse into the future, in which new technologies will connect people all over the world 
to an even greater degree. Given this growing network, it is more important than ever to 
understand how innovations come into being and establish themselves in the evolutionary 
process.  

• basic evolutionary information – and much more than we learn in biology class

• expert knowledge presented in an entertaining manner

• includes a wealth of accurately detailed explanatory illustrations 

Josef H. Reichholf
was born in 1945 in Lower 
Bavaria. A zoologist, 
evolutionary biologist and 
ecologist, he has been 
on many expeditions 
to Africa, Asia and the 
tropical islands. Before his 
retirement in 2010 he was 
head of ornithology at the 
Bavarian State Collection 
of Zoology in Munich, and 
professor of ecology and 
environmental protection at 
both of Munich's prestigious 
universities. He also served 
as a board member of the 
German WWF. He is one 
of the best-known Ger-
man biologists with many 
awards to his name. 

Johann Brandstetter  
has illustrated numerous 
non-fiction and school text-
books. Read more: www.
johann-brandstetter.com

Josef H. Reichholf
Evolution
Eine kurze Geschichte  
von Mensch und Natur
Evolution
A brief History of  
Nature and Mankind  
Colour illustrations by 
Johann Brandstetter
230 pages. Hardcover
From age 14
Publication date:  
March 2016

YO U N G  A D U LT ' S  N O N - F I C T I O N

Why are we all so different?
   An important book for  

understanding human coexistence 
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Who are we really? Where do we come 
from and where are we heading? Are we 

part of nature or do we stand above it? 
This book deals with the most pressing 

questions on evolution – knowledgeably 
and with great lucidity.
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